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Introduction to assist
with nails
The reasons for performing a mini manicure are:
to give a well groomed i mpression
to keep the nails well shaped

to improve the nail condition

to maintain the skin of the hands and arms in a soft
condition

to provide the perfect frame work for the application of
enamel

to improve the appeara nce of the hands

to enc ourage the client to grow their own nails na turally

to allow the client to feel relaxed and pa mpered
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A mini manicure will
usually take
approximately 30
minutes, and this will
normally include a file,
buff, application of
ha nd cream and nail
finish.
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Nail Finishes
There are 3 different type of enamel finishes that you need to
be able to apply.

mo ver before and after
use.
Do not have exce ss
product on your bru sh
when enamelling. Sweep
the brus h around the
rim to r emove exce ss
product.
Store enamels in a cool,
dry, dark place in an
upright condition with
the bottl e tops on tight.
If the ena mel is thick,
add a few drops of solvent to the enamel 20
minu tes befo re use.

O

Always clean the bottle
top with enamel r e-

Clear enamels - provide a shiny gloss finish
to the nail and are ideal
for a client who doesn' t
want to add colour, jus t
enhance their own nails.
A clear enamel is not as
noticeable if i t chips,
and the refore would be
a good choice for a
client who use s their
hands a lot or for a
younger
client.
The
clear enamel should be
applied over a base coat.
Light enamels
- add
colour to the nail and
make the nail
appear
larger. They can b e used
to disgui se poor length
or nail shape.

They should be applied
over a bas e coat.

contains
ingredients
that help to add

Nail str engthene r this is a base coat that

s trength to a weak nail
when used over a
period of ti me.

Enamel Application Techniques
Before the enamel is
applied, ask the client to
replace their j ewellery .

Do
no t shak e the
bottle s, roll from side
to side.

Ensure the nail plate is
grease fre e by squeaking
with
enamel

remo ver .
Star t with the thumb
and apply the enamel in
thr ee s troke s star ting
at the cu ticle and
working towards the

free edge .
Slight
pres sure at the cu ticle
will cause the brush to
fan forming a neat line
at the base.
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Ensure dus t is removed
from the nail otherwise
air bubbles will occur.
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How to get the mo st
from your enamelling

Client blowing on nails
or waving in the air will
cause air bubbles.
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Introduction to assist
with nails

A mini manicure will
usually take
approximately 30
minutes, and this will
normally include a file,
buff, application of
hand cream and nail
finish.

The reasons for performing a mini manicure are:

to give a well groomed impression

to keep the nails well shaped

to improve the nail condition

to maintain the skin of the hands and arms in a soft
condition

to provide the perfect frame work for the application of
enamel

to improve the appearance of the hands

to encourage the client to grow their own nails naturally

to allow the client to feel relaxed and pampered
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Good Hygiene
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Gives a professional
image to the client
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Prevents bad odours
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Prevents infection
(for both the
therapist and client)

The hygienic methods that we use in a manicure treatment are:
 Always wash hands before and after each client.
You should
thoroughly wash your hands (it takes up to 3 minutes to thoroughly
destroy all germs).
 Wipe the client’s hands over with antiseptic or spray with a sanitiser
before
starting
the
treatment.
Micro-organisms are
 Wooden tools and emery
germs such as bacteria,
boards are disposed of after
fungus and viruses.
They are too small to be
each client.
seen by the naked eye,
 Wipe the buffer with
however are present on
surgical spirit and place it
many surfaces and
inside the UV cabinet.
people. Germs being
 Cover tools that are not in
passed on to another
the barbicide jar with a
person is called Cross
tissue.
infection.
 Towels are boil washed
after each client. Place
plastic tools into the chemical sterilising fluid for 20 minutes and then
into the barbicide jar during the treatment.
 Waste is disposed of correctly, into a lined bin.
 Use a spatula or cotton wool tipped orange stick to remove products
from containers.

Clare Hargreaves-Norris
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Sterilisation kills all living micro-organisms (germs)
and their spores. Methods include autoclave, glass
bead steriliser and chemical bath.
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Sanitisation is the destruction of some, but not all
germs. It prevents their growth. Methods include
barbicide, UV cabinet and surgical spirit.

Disinfectant is a chemical that kills germs but not
their spores. They keep the germs at an acceptable
level. Common example includes savlon.
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Please note, for sterilisation to be effective the items must be grease
free before being sterilised by washing in warm water and detergent.
Methods of sterilisation







Autoclave -sterilises by high steam pressure that is higher than
boiling point. This is considered to be the most effective method of
sterilisation – it is used for metal tools.
Chemical - sterilises by the action of chemicals - usually Cidex,
Marvicide. It is suitable for metal and plastics, which need to be
placed in the chemical for 20 minutes for effective sterilisation.
Glass bead – small glass beads are heated to a high temperature between 190-300C. Small metal tools can then be placed in-between
the glass beads. The disadvantages are that the tools can become
damaged if they are left in for too long. Take care to protect fingers
when removing as items become very hot.

Methods of sanitisation and disinfecting









UV Cabinet - this has sanitising properties only and therefore does
not sterilise. This is a safe environment to store sterilised tools.
Surgical spirit - is suitable for wiping over tools prior to sterilisation.
It is also effective for wiping down surfaces.
Sanitising spray – usually in the form of an antiseptic, it is safe to use
directly onto the skin.
Barbicide – used for storing metal and plastic tools during the
treatment.
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Personal appearance of the therapist
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As a therapist, you are required to present a professional image at all
times. In order to do this you should:
 Have clean teeth and avoid eating
strong smelling foods and smoking.
 Bathe daily.
 Ensure you have a clean, pressed
uniform daily.
 Secure your hair away from the face,
so that it is behind your shoulders
and doesn’t fall into your eyes.
Remember if you touch your hair at
any time during the treatment, you are
required to wash your hands each time.
 Have clean nails that are short and free from enamel.
 Cover any cuts on the hands with a waterproof dressing.
 Wear only minimal jewellery. Only a plain wedding band or stud
earrings are allowed. (No facial piercings).
 Shoes must be clean, low heeled and fit securely around your feet.
 Not go into work/college if you have an infectious disease such.
 Wear appropriate personal protective equipment such as plastic
protective glasses when clipping long finger nails.
Disposal of waste

All rubbish must be placed into a lined bin that has a lid. At the end of
the day/session, tie the bag and put into the main bin liner. Any waste
that contains blood should be placed into a yellow bin liner or a yellow
‘sharps’ container. This will then be collected and burnt at a suitable site.
Surfaces and floors

Clean surfaces and floors daily with hot water and detergent and then
disinfect with surgical spirit or a similar product.
In a training
environment, the trolley should be wiped over before use every time.

Preventing Contact Dermatitis

Contact dermatitis is common in therapists and occurs due to contact or
allergy to substances, solvents or immersing hands in water frequently.
It appears as redness, itchiness and inflammation on the hands. Prevent
by avoiding contact with substances, wearing gloves, barrier cream and
drying hands properly.
Clare Hargreaves-Norris
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Cost Effectiveness
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Minimising waste
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For a business to make a profit, it is important that all wastage is kept to
a minimum. The more you waste the more money you will lose.
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To work cost effectively in a manicure treatment:
 Use the minimal amount of product to produce the desired outcome.
 Split tissues, bedroll and cotton wool.
 Use the minimal amount of towels.
 Store products in the correct environment - usually dark, cool, dry and
upright.
 Ensure that all nail enamel tops are cleaned each time after use to
prevent the product from becoming thick in consistency and therefore
ineffective.
 Place tops back on products to work hygienically and prevent spillages.
 Turn out lights when not in use.
 Always turn off taps and don’t run water excessively.
Remember one of the most important things to be cost effective with is
with your treatment time.

Timing of treatments

A calculation is made for how long each treatment should take to ensure
that the price charged for each treatment is correct and profitable. It
is important that you complete the service within the agreed time as:
 it prevents time wastage within the salon
 clients can calculate the time required for the treatment
 clients are not left waiting
 an effective appointment system is guaranteed

Clare Hargreaves-Norris
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Professional Ethics
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Whilst carrying out any treatment it is important that you follow a code
of professional ethics to ensure that you provide a professional
treatment and do not cause offence. Clients will wish to receive their
treatment in a relaxed and professional environment, some examples of
professional ethics are:
 Do not talk about sex, religion or politics.
 Do not speak badly of another colleague or salon.
 Do not discriminate against a person because of their sex, religion,
age, disability etc.
 Only use appropriate language – don’t swear or use slang words.
 Do not try to take clients away from another therapist or salon.
 Do not keep clients waiting for a treatment. If this is unavoidable,
then apologise to the client and keep them informed.
 Client’s details are confidential and should not be discussed with other
clients etc.
 Always give an honest opinion to the client when advising on
treatments and products.
 Give the client the opportunity to decide whether to talk through the
treatment. Some clients like to have a chat, others don’t.

Clare Hargreaves-Norris
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Task
Demonstrate your knowledge of hygiene and rules you need to follow in
order to become a competent manicurist.

O

1. What must you do if you touch your hair at any time during the
treatment?

2. List 3 methods of sterilisation.
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Glass bead steriliser, autoclave and chemical
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You are required to wash your hands each time.

3. How do you ensure that the client’s hands are sanitised?

Wipe the client’s hands are with antiseptic or spray with a sanitiser
before starting the treatment.

4. How do you work hygienically when removing products from containers?

Use a spatula or cotton wool tipped orange stick to remove products from
containers.

5. How can you work cost effectively during a manicure treatment?











use the minimal amount of product to produce the desired outcome
split tissues, bedroll and cotton wool
use the minimal amount of towels
store products in the correct environment
ensure that all nail enamel tops are cleaned each time after use
place tops back on products to work hygienically and prevent spillage
turn out lights when not in use
always turn off taps
work within allocated treatment time
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Equipment And Materials

Towels

To support the clients arm, protect client
and therapist and to dry off moisture.
For immediate disposal of waste at
manicure station.
Used for transporting tools from UV
cabinet to manicure station and covering
tools.
To tip orange sticks, apply antiseptic and
for use with enamel remover.
For the storage and sanitisation of metal
tools being used at the manicure station.
Used to record client’s information and
treatment details.
Used to file the free edge into desired
shape.
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Waste bin

Working station to carry all equipment.
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Manicure trolley

Use

O

Equipment/Tool
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Task
Complete the table to demonstrate your knowledge of the reason for
using each piece of equipment or tool.

Tissues

Cotton wool

Barbicide jar
Record card
Nail file

Clippers

Hand bowl

Quick, effective way to reduce the length
of the nails to the required length.
Used to give shine and stimulate the
circulation to the nails.
To apply cuticle creams, wipe under free
edge and ease back cuticles.
Used to soak nails and soften cuticles.

Hoof stick

To gently push back cuticles.

Buffer

Orange stick

Effects of incorrect use of manicure tools
Clare Hargreaves-Norris
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It is important that tools are only used for their intended purpose to
prevent further problems from occurring.
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Heat build up would
cause discomfort and
could cause bruising and
thinning of the nail
plate.
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1. What could happen if
you used an incorrect
filing technique?
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Task
Please match the pairs to demonstrate your knowledge of incorrect tool
use.

2. What could happen if
you over buffed the
nails?

3. Not tipping your
orange
stick
with
cotton wool before you
used it to clean under
the clients nails?

4. What could happen if
you didn’t use your
spatula to remove the
hand cream and used
your fingers instead?

Clare Hargreaves-Norris

It could cause the nails
to split due to heat build
up.

It could cause bacteria
to form which would be
unhygienic.

Could cause discomfort
to the client.
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Products Used In A Mini Manicure Treatment

Used to soften the skin and give slip during
the hand and arm massage.
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Hand cream
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Use
enamel Used to remove enamel and grease from
the nail plate, may contain added oils.
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Nail
remover
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Task
Please research the benefits/reasons for using the products in the table.

Nail enamel

To colour the nails, draw attention to the
nails, add strength and provide protection.

Nail strengthener If used regularly will strengthen soft nails.

Buffing paste

Used to produce a shine and even out
ridges on the nail plate when used with a
buffer.

Top coat

To protect the enamel and provide a gloss
finish.

Quick dry spray

Speeds up the touch drying time of the
enamel by applying an oily coating over the
enamel.

Solvent

Used for thinning nail enamels that are too
thick in consistency, contains no oils.

Clare Hargreaves-Norris
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Preparation Of The Work Area
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You should firstly sterilise all tools and then prepare your work area by
considering the following points:
1. Adequate ventilation or heating – open windows/doors, adjust heating.
2. Adequate lighting – it is recommended that you use additional light
such as a magnifying light.
3. Ambience – the room should smell pleasant, you may need to use
aromatherapy oils or air fresheners. You should also consider the use
of appropriate background music during the treatment.
4. Two chairs will be required.
5. An adequate supply of freshly laundered towels will be needed.
6. A supply of bedroll, cotton wool and tissues are available.
7. All products are available.
8. Record card is placed on the bottom shelf of your work area. You may
need to check details of client’s previous treatments.
Positioning of the client for a manicure treatment

It is very important for an
effective treatment that:
a) You
are
both
in
a
comfortable position, and
are at the same height for
the treatment.
b) Only use chairs that give
adequate back support.
c) The manicure area is narrow
and at waist height.

d) You are both able to get your knees under the manicure area.
e) You sit across from each other.

If you or the client are not correctly positioned then:
 you may develop repetitive strain injury, neck or back problems
 you will not be able to carry out the treatment efficiently
 the result may be unsatisfactory as you were not at the correct angle
to carry out the treatment
 the client may not relax and enjoy the treatment
 you may injure the client
Clare Hargreaves-Norris
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Consultation And Record Keeping

Good communication
skills

Complete the record
card
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One of the most important parts of the treatment is the consultation.
At this point, you will discuss the client’s needs and decide what
treatment to carry out to meet those needs. As a therapist, you must
therefore be good at encouraging clients to give you this information.
During the consultation consider the following:

Discuss the client’s
requirements

Introduce yourself
and exchange
pleasantries

Suggest a
treatment to meet
the client’s needs

Good listening skills

Consider the client’s
age, cultural
background, gender
and any disabilities

Explain the
treatment
procedure

Give the client the
opportunity to ask
any questions

Show pictures to
help the client
understand

Discuss cost, time,
frequency and
maintenance
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Good questioning
techniques

* Questions to ask
Have you been to the salon before?
Have you had a manicure before?
What is the main reason for your visit today?
Was everything satisfactory after your last treatment?
What nail shape would you prefer?
How do you find your skin?
Record keeping

A record card should be completed for all treatments and contains
confidential personal information about each client that is specific to
each treatment. They should be stored in alphabetical order by surname
in a locked metal filing cabinet or box. This should be easily accessible to
the therapist, when ready to perform a treatment. This information
Clare Hargreaves-Norris
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record card should contain the following information:
Client’s name
Address
Telephone number
Doctors name and telephone number
Any medical details
List to check for contra-indications
Treatment plan on which to base future treatments
Treatment aims and outcomes
Services, specific products used and retail sales
Client’s signature or parents signature if client is under 16
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could also be updated onto a computer system but you must be aware of
your responsibilities under the Data Protection Act.

In addition, for a manicure treatment you will also need to note down:
 Nail and skin analysis details
 Required nail shape
 Type of finish i,e, buff, clear, strengthener or light enamel

After each treatment, you should update the record card. This would be
particularly useful in the following instances:
 You need to contact a client urgently due to a cancellation, double
booking etc.
 You need to check up on a particular detail of the treatment.
 To keep a check on details about a course of treatments.
 If another therapist was to take over the treatment.
 The client wishes to purchase a product that you had used in a
previous treatment.
Data Protection Act 1998

This legislation is in place to protect client’s privacy and confidentiality.
You will be required to keep records of your clients’ treatments; these
could be either computer or paper based. Inform the client that their
records will be stored and will only be accessed by those authorised to do
so. The information should be:
1. Adequate, relevant and not excessive for the purpose
2. Accurate
3. Kept for no longer than is necessary
4. Secure
Clare Hargreaves-Norris
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Contra-indications
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What is a contra-indication?
It is something that prevents or restricts the way in which the
treatment is carried out.

Contra-indications that prevent treatment
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It is important that you can recognise a contra-indication so to prevent
any further harm to the client, and to prevent cross-infection or
secondary infection.
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Contra-indications that prevent the manicure treatment from being
carried out are:
 fungal infections – i.e. ringworm of the skin or nail
 bacterial infections – i.e. paronychia
 viral infections – i.e. warts
 parasitic infestations – i.e. scabies
 severe eczema and psoriasis of the skin or nails
 severe dermatitis
 Unknown swelling or redness
Generally, for the contra-indications that prevent treatment, if the
client is not already receiving treatment you should recommend they seek
advice and treatment from their doctor.
It is important that you do not just send the client home, as they need to
get treatment from their doctor in order to prevent the condition from
getting any worse and to help clear the condition.

Contra-indications that restrict treatment

Contra-indications that restrict the way in which you apply the manicure
treatment are:
 Cuts
 Abrasions
 Bruising
For the above contra-indications, you would simply avoid the affected
area. It is important that you explain to the client why you are doing
this; otherwise, they may think that you are skimping on the treatment.

Clare Hargreaves-Norris
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How To Deal With A Contra-indication
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This may worry the client and it
is unprofessional. You are not
qualified to diagnose.
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Firstly, do not diagnose
the contra-indication

Explain to the client that you will not
be able to carry out the treatment
today, as you do not want to cause any
harm to the client.

Offer the client an alternative
treatment wherever possible.

In some instances a doctors approval
note will be needed before you can
proceed with the treatment, you will
need to explain this to the client.

Make a note on your record card.
Once the client returns with the doctor’s
approval note, attach it to your record
card or store in a central file.
Alternatively, if the contra-indication has

Clare Hargreaves-Norris
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Task
For each of the contra-indications/conditions in the table please find a
suitable picture of the condition and stick it into the condition box.

Contra-indication
Fungal infections –
ringworm of the skin
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This task is ideal to develop your IT skills. Simply go onto the internet
and access your preferred search engine (i.e. Google or Ask Jeeves) and
type in what you are searching for, then click on image/picture and ask it
to search. You should be provided with a variety of pictures.

Description

Cause - Fungal infection of the skin.
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Appearance - Red scaly patches on the skin that
heal from the centre outwards often forming a ring.
Salon treatment - Infectious do not treat. Seek
medical advice and follow treatment.

Fungal infections – tinea
ungium - ringworm of the
nail
Technical term is onychomychosis

Cause - Vegetable fungus. Usually the result of nail
injury and then infection occurs.
Appearance - 3 forms: a) white patches that can be
scraped off the nail surface, b) long yellowish
streaks within the nail, c) disease spreads from the
free edge to the matrix.
Salon treatment - Do not treat. Seek medical advice.

Bacterial infection –
paronychia

Cause - Hands being in water for long periods. Or a
hangnail becomes infected usually due to picking.
Appearance – Inflammation, redness and pus occurs
in the tissue surrounding the nail. It is extremely
painful.
Salon treatment - Do not treat while inflammation is
present. Seek treatment from client’s doctor.
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